
Galan

Hybrid Absorber-Diffuser

Performanc e

Tec hnic al Information

Features

T ype:

Hybrid Absorber-Diffuser

Recommended for:

Studios | Recording rooms

Absorption range:

125 Hz to 8000 Hz

Acoustic Class:

A | (aw): 0,95

Purpose: 

Mid-High absorption 

Av ailable fire rates:

FG | Furniture Grade

Dimensions:

Galan 

1190x297x175mm

Galan Dimi

595x297x175mm

Dimensions:



1190x297x175mm



Galan

Hybrid Absorber-Diffuser

Galan is a new line of hybrid panels - combining a high-performance acoustic core with a carefully calibrated

di user design. T his dual functionality breaks away from the old-school parameters of acoustic design, creating

new paths to solv e excessiv e rev erberation and unev en sound fields.

T he acoustic cores are formed by strategically interwov en acoustic foam with Helmholtz resonators, layered ov er

an encompassing sealed air cav ity. T he parallel slats di use incoming wav es, creating a uniform re ection

pattern and homogenous sound fields. All  tweaked to pack the most performance in the minimum space possible.

T he most striking facet of this panel are the design possibil ities. T he panels parametric design turns simple panels

into a pattern that flows along the walls, morphing and unfolding according to your point-of-v iew.

Made from a selection of wood and lacquered nishes, with a range of secondary interior colours, the Flow range

opens a world of acoustic treatment to a whole new dimension of possibil ities.

Produc t finishes

(FG) Product Fire Grade -  Furniture Grade

FG | (L02) Noir FG | (L03) Rouge FG | (L05) Silv er FG | (L06) Noir

V int age

FG | (L07) Graphit e

Black

FG | (L08) Rose Gold FG | (L09) Classic

Gold

FG | (L10) Bronze FG | (W 01) Cerise FG | (W 02) Marron

FG | (W 03) W enge FG | (W 04) Fagus
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